
ASSA 900 Series Electric Strikes



900/910/911/920 High Strength Strikes

Compatible with ASSA Modular and Connect
Designed and tested to be fully compatible with our high quality ASSA Modular and 
Connect lockcases - the ultimate high performance combination. 

Robust construction
Stainless steel housing and steel pivoting staple offers greater protection and 
resistance to attack. 

Impact and shockproof design
Offered by the 910, 911 and 920 models. Provides higher security and integrity to the 
doors locking mechanism.

Pre-load technology
Offered by the 910, 911 and 920 models. Doors continue to operate despite pressures 
exerted by door seals, air flow and misaligned doors. 

Transient protection
Built-in transient protection against back EMF. This prevents damage to electronics 
from voltage spikes.

5 year guarantee   
Offering you assurance of the 900 Series’ reliability.

Compliant 
Meets requirements of BS EN 14846 - the new standard for electro-mechanically 
operated locks and striking plates.

Fire-rated
Fit to metal fire doors for up to 60 minutes protection.

Dual voltage 12-24V AC/DC 
Flexible power consumption to adapt to the required installation voltage.

One-size fits all
Easy to install: all strikes are reversible and unhanded with the same morticing 
dimensions, so you can change to different models when required.

Latch bolt engagement monitoring
Optional feature which provides a safer and more secure solution that can be 
monitored.

CE Marked
Approved for use with other electrical devices.

The 900-920 models range from high (600kg/6kN) to very high (1000kg/10kN) 
holding strength strikes, for most heavy duty applications.

Image shown: 900 series electric strike with 930 faceplate

ASSA 900 Series Electric Strikes
Your first choice for an Electric Strike with unparalleled strength.

The ASSA 900 Series is perfect for applications demanding high strength and performance. Ideal for: social housing, 
banking, defence, infrastructure, military, government and institutional buildings. 



Full range specification

960 and 961- ASSA’s Strongest Strikes Yet

The specification of each variant is listed below:

Image shown: 960 series electric strike with 931-17 faceplate

Model Fail locked/
unlocked Pre-load Internal/ 

External Fire-rated Holding strength
(up to)

900/900M Adjustable Internal 600kg/6kN
910/910M Locked a Both 700kg/7kN
911/911M Unlocked a Both 1000kg/10kN
920/920M Locked a Both a 1000kg/10kN

960 Locked a Both a 1500kg/15kN
961 Unlocked a Both 1500kg/15kN

M=Monitored.

Extreme holding strength
Can resist up to 1500kg /15kN* on the crowbar test, offering a higher attack resistance 
and maximum security.

Higher pre-load
Allows continuous door operation under the most demanding environments.

5 metre integrated connection cable
Simply plug in for greater speed and ease of installation.

Fail locked - 960
Automatically locks when the current is switched off.

Fail unlocked - 961
Automatically unlocks when the current is switched off.

Dual microswitches 
Monitoring of both the latch bolt engagement and deadlocking of the pivoting staple.

The 960 and 961 models are the highest strength Electric Strikes on the market. They 
deliver the highest levels of holding strength and pre-load pressure, for when extreme 
performance is mandatory.

The 960 and 961 models offer all of the 900-920 standard features, plus the following:

*Greater than the weight of a family hatchback.
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Connect Modular Classic narrow profile

ASSA Modular and Connect Lockcases
Purposely designed and tested to work with the 900 Series Electric Strikes. 

Designed with excellent durability to withstand very heavy usage, reducing overall lifecycle costs.

Suitable for many applications, ASSA Connect Lockcases 
offer an alternative style for the most rigorous applications.

Credited for their robust design and wide functionality, 
ASSA Modular Lockcases deliver the highest quality. 

The diagram below indicates the height ratio for different types of lockcases.

ASSA Modular and Connect Lockcases main features:
• CE Marked
• Tested to BS EN 12209
• Fire-rated for timber doors

• 5 year guarantee 
• 10 year guarantee when combined with                    

ASSA cylinders and door furniture

ASSA Modular Lockcases ASSA Connect Lockcases

Image shown: 765 Modular lockcase Image shown: 624 Connect lockcase



930 932 931-17
931-20
931-26

933-17
933-20
933-26

Steel or Aluminium Frames

932T 9487-2
9487-3
9487-4

930T

Wooden Frames

Lockcase and Faceplate Compatibility

 ASSA Lock 900/910/911/920 960/961

Steel / Aluminium Frames Wooden Frames Steel / Aluminium Frames Wooden Frames

930 932 930T 932T 930 932 930T 932T
931-17 933-17 9487-2 931-17 933-17 9487-2
931-20 933-20 9487-3 931-20 933-20 9487-3
931-26 933-26 9487-4 931-26 933-26 9487-4

Nightlatches - Emergency and double nightlatches
Connect Locks - 220/221 a a a a

Connect Locks - 230/231/232/234/235/236 a a a a a a a a

Modular Locks - 5784/5785/6785 a a a a a a a a

Modular Locks - 760/762/1760 a a a a

Modular Locks - 8759/8760/8761/8762/8764 a a a a a a a a

Split Follower Locks
Modular Lock - 500 a a a a

Connect Locks - 620/624 a a a a

Sash Locks
Modular Locks - 765/8765/2000 a a

Other
Narrow Profile Nightlatches - 1361/ 1385 a a a a a a a a

Small Case Lock - 785 a a a a a a a a

Note: The 9487-2/3/4 can be used to retrofit standard strike plates 1487-2/3/4.

The perfect match for a perfect fit.

All faceplates are supplied with a stainless steel finish for use on steel, aluminium and wooden door frames. 

For faceplate dimensions please visit www.assa.co.uk/900es.



ASSA ABLOY Security Solutions
School Street
Willenhall
West Midlands 
WV13 3PW
Tel: 0845 070 6713
Fax: 0845 070 6717
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Web: www.assa.co.uk

ASSA ABLOY is the global 
leader in door opening solutions, 
dedicated to satisfying 
end-user needs for security, 
safety and convenience.
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